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 ABSTRACT 

 

Bring your own device phenomenon can lead to breach of information security and lead to 
several litigations in which case the responsible organization can lose lots of money as costs and 
damages. Yet, bring your own device improve efficiency of information security if properly 
deployed and relevant policies put in place to safeguard it. It was  necessary to conduct a study 
related to bring your own device on information security. Thus, the objective of the current study 
was to establish bring your own device on information security at the OgingaOdinga Teaching 
and Referral Hospital in Kisumu County. The specific objectives of the study were to establish 
the extent to which JOOTRH is using bring your own device phenomenon; to determine the 
challenges of bring your own device phenomenon; and to establish the effect of bring your own 
device phenomenon on information security. The study used a case study design and a simple 
random sampling method to obtain a sample of 83 respondents out of 106 respondents. Data was 
collected using questionnaires and then analyzed using both descriptive and inferential statistics. 
Greater extent of using bring your own device phenomenon has a significant positive effect (β 
=0.423, p< 0.05) on information security. The study also established that challenges of bring 
your own device had insignificant negative effect (β = -0.184, p< 0.05) on information security. 
Further, the study established that the effect of bring your own device phenomenon is explained 
by 47.8% variation of information security.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Study 

during the fourth industrial revolution, bring your own device (BYOD) is more likely than not to 

be fore grounded in many institutions, health sector included. Going by Wanyonyi, Rodrigues, 

Abeka, and Ogara (2017), protection of health information is not only interposing, but also 

salient in ensuring efficient health delivery to those who seek medical attention or consultation. 

Such is because health information keeps records of patients, some of which are sensitive or 

embarrassing or both, and which must be treated with the sensitivity and care that they require. 

Yet bring your own device mode of operation is a potential ground for such sensitive information 

to be misused by those who should care them. A lot of discussions have been fronted on why 

health information should be secured, but the reasons for protecting health information also has 

legal implications and is thus not negotiable. 

There are theories that have been advanced to explain bring your own device phenomenon. For 

instance protection motivation theory as Askar and Shen (2016) points out, is a model premised 

coping and threat appraisal imperatives. It posits that information technology is preferred by 

organizations on the basis of how the threats can be tackled and how the organization can cope 

with threats posed as a result of using such information technology. Bring your own device has 

threats and coping mechanisms that can be utilized to leverage on its merits while mitigating the 

associated threats. On the other hand, Technology acceptance theory model (TAM) is also 

another theory that anchors bring your own device methodology. According to Scherer, Siddiq, 

and Tendeur (2019), technology acceptance theory is founded on two assumptions namely, ease 

of use and usefulness. As the name suggests, information acceptance theory is mainly intended 
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for wider presentation of information technology. The application of bring your own device 

phenomenon are therefore paramount for its implementation in the hospitals in particular and 

health sector in general. 

The merits of bring your own device phenomenon cannot be overemphasized in the health 

sector, and more so, in a learning health facility like Jaramogi Oginga Odinga Teaching  Referral 

Hospital. According to Wanyonyi, Rodrigues, and Abeka (2017), the vulnerability in health 

sector makes it possible if not easier for unauthorized third parties to infiltrate the institution in 

particular the data of the hospital. Infiltration of hospital data has several consequences which 

pose danger not just for the hospital, but also for the patients whose information has been 

infiltrated. For instance, such information can be used by third parties to embarrass the patient or 

get the health information which braches the privacy of the individual. Such privacy breaches 

can result to law suits which may cost the hospital lots of money in damages. 

1.1.1 Bring Your Own Device. 

|According to De Shield (2017) posted that modus operandi, the likes of which organization 

employees are allowed to bring to work and utilize personally owned  laptops, Mobile phones, 

and tablets to transact organization business. Although BYOD is a relatively new phenomenon, 

having been introduced in the year 2009, its merits such as increased job satisfaction has been 

felt everywhere in the world. According to Magruder, Lewis, and Burks (2015), bring your own 

device arrangement ensures that employees are able to work on familiar interfaces and are also 

able to work out of the office which contribute to work-life integration in particular and job 

satisfaction in general. 
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The proliferation of BYOD to modern work places according to Olalere, Abdullah, Mahmod, & 

Abdullah (2015), whether mainstreamed or not, has been due to cloud computing and portable 

devices. However, many health institutions have not streamlined the policies regarding BYOD 

yet employees have continue to utilize their own devices in work places at the expense of the 

safety of information safety. Although the merits of bring your own device may be great for 

organizations such as health institutions, the dangers it poses in terms of information security 

cannot be underestimated.  

1.1.2 Information Security 

The importance of information security in any organization cannot be debated. Magruder et.al 

(2015) asserts that  information security is the practice of preventing unauthorized access, use, 

disclosure, disruption, modification, inspection, recording or destruction of information, and in 

the hospital set up like Jaramogi Oginga Odinga Teaching and Referral Hospital details of 

patient need to be kept and handled with a lot of confidentiality, however Bring your own device 

has a lot of implications on information security that could be detrimental if not mitigated in 

good time. For instance, Wangutusi (2013) points out that bring your own device can cause 

exposure of the organization confidential information to unauthorized parties. For instance, if the 

phone gets lost and it is found by another unauthorized person, such person may get access to the 

confidential information of the organization and misuse the same. Furthermore, compromise of 

the bring your own device denies the system to legitimate users especially during the period the 

system or network is under the control of hackers or such criminals 

Further, Magruder et.al (2015) contends that theft of enterprise information is yet another 

implication of bring your own device upon deployment in the organization. Such theft can be 
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orchestrated by malicious wireless access points or by short message service links that can be 

sent to telephone or a mobile device and end up harvesting information from such devices. The 

problem is that the information obtained through theft can be misused to the advantage of the 

organization and its clients or patients in a health organization. Furthermore, application 

malfunction can also be an implication of bring your own device BYOD in an organization 

setting. As Olalere et.al (2015) points out, malicious users of the system as a result of bring your 

own device phenomenon can cause malfunction of the system and hence ground network 

operations to a halt. Its implication is infrastructure disruption in which case the network 

infrastructure gets disrupted and hence interferes with the efficiency and effectiveness of the 

network. In hospital environment, such disruption can cause fatal mistakes to the patients. 

1.1.3 Health Industry in Kenya 

Kenya’s health development trajectory according to Kimathi (2017) is traceable to the early 

1990s when Kenya Health Policy document was propounded by the government of the day. The 

document was meant to put in place a robust program for the people of Kenya from different 

positions and persuasions while also supporting private players in the hospital industry. Although 

the document did not begin the health reforms, especially because there was some kind of 

medical intervention during the colonial period, it streamlined the operations of hospital industry 

in the country. The reforms have continued to take different shapes by different government and 

tangible results have been realized which has culminated to free access to medication in many 

counties in Kenya today. However, compared to developed economies, Kenya still has a long 

way to go. 
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The problems of health sector are still numerous. As Alali (2015) contends, Kenya only spends 

about 7% of the GDP on health care yet public sector account for 60% of where Kenyan’s seek 

medication with private players taking the rest. Additionally, corruption, poor remuneration of 

doctors, lack of adequate equipment and physician attitudes have also been cited as salient 

challenges at the health sector in Kenya. The marginalization of the poor in seeking the highest 

possible treatment and periodic strikes by the physicians and hospital workers adds to the 

limping state of the health sector. Although there are different levels of hospitals and health 

centers spread across the country, they are not adequately stocked to deal with complications that 

are brought to their attention from time to time. In regard to the information security deployment, 

Kenya has not been left out. As Muinga et.al (2018) points out, Kenya has implemented the e-

Health strategy that is a system of collecting health information and using it in a way that 

increases accuracy and efficiency as well as decision making. Additionally, information systems 

have also been developed and put in the HIV clinics to help in administration of services across 

HIV facilities across the country. However, lack of adequate budget makes it difficult for such 

health facilities to develop and implement sufficient health record safeguards to protect 

electronic health records, hence putting such data at risk of abuse. 

1.1.4 Jaramogi OgingaOdinga Teaching and Referral Hospital 

According to Mbenywe (2018), JOOTRH is the main Referral Hospital in Kisumu County whose 

original bed capacity was 200. However, because of high number of patients some of which 

come from outside the county, the bed capacity has been improvised to 526 beds. In total the 

hospital serves more than 5 million patients from the expansive western Kenya. The hospital also 

has in and outpatient services as well as surgical and accidents and emergency center that attends 
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to those who need such services. Additionally, what contributes to congestion of the hospital is 

that all the sub-county hospitals including Kombewa, Muhoroni, and Ahero refer patients some 

of whom have minor medical needs that can be taken care of at the sub-county hospital. 

In addition, the hospital as Oketch (2015) points out is one of the referral hospitals in Kenya and 

part of which serves 60% of the Kenyan population. The hospital management comprises a 12 

member team board led by a chairman and an executive officer (CEO) who oversees the 

operations of the hospital. The running of day to day activities is therefore under the chief 

executive officer. As such, the hospital is regulated by the government of Kenya with the health 

care regulations just like other Referral hospitals in the country. After the devolution, the hospital 

was reverted to the Kisumu County government on whose shoulder, the ultimate responsibility 

lie. The hospital also collects between 0.4 and 0.6 million Kenya shillings on a daily basis which 

money is directed to the county government revenue account before disbursement to fund the 

operations of the hospital. 

In regard to information communication infrastructure, JOOTRH has health record system in 

place. According to Wanyonyi et al (2017), the hospital has several information communication 

and technology systems that hand different facets of the hospital management. For example, 

health record system collates and stores all health information for every patient that visits the 

facility. This has replaced paper based health record that is prone to loss or mishandling. The 

system also ensures efficiency and availability of data for policy and practice. For instance, once 

a patient has been diagnosed, they are sent to the hospital pharmacy to collect drugs in a 

paperless fashion. However, it cannot be conclusively argued that the systems are safeguarded 

from misuse by unauthorized persons. Bring your own device in relation to JOOTRH  will have 
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a number of benefits , one being that it will lead to employee satisfaction because by using their 

own devices they will be able to deliver efficiently since the devices are owned by them and they 

do a lot with the devices , another benefit is that it will be cost saving to the organization ,since 

employees are using their own devices the cost factor shift from employer to employee and the 

organization will be able to use the  available funds  for another task, in addition  BYOD will 

lead to increased output and innovation because the employees are comfortable using their 

devices and are generally fortified with the latest technology which will be beneficial to the 

organization. 

1.2 Research problem 

Bring your device (BYOD) phenomenon finds itself centrally placed in the discourse of office 

automation and in the wake of the fourth industrial revolution (4IR). As Akar and Shen (2016) 

asserts, BYOD enables employees of organizations to not only work on familiar interfaces of 

their devices, but also contribute to work-life integration because assignments can be executed 

away from the work station. Furthermore cloud computing and the availability of mobile devices 

has made BYOD methodology to take center stage in nearly all contemporary organizations. 

However, without safeguards to protect data, especially in sensitive environments like hospital 

industry, information security breaches become inevitable. The need to protect patient data in the 

hospital industry arises from the realization that medical reports of patients may be available to 

unauthorized persons that can be used against such people and end up embarrassing them.  As 

Olalere et.al (2015) points out, the implications of bring your own device are numerous. For 

instance, failure to have proper mechanisms to guard against patient data may lead to exposure of 

confidential information, theft of hospital information, application malfunction as well as 
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infrastructure disruption all which has the potential to undermine efficiency and effectiveness of 

service delivery to those who need it most. 

The demerits of bring your own device phenomenon cannot be overemphasized in the health 

sector, and more so, in a learning and referral hospital like JOOTRH. As Wanyonyi et al (2017) 

contends, in the year 2017, the vulnerability in terms of unauthorized access of electronic health 

records (EHR) stood at 93.5% while that of theft of the records stood at 80.8% at JOOTRH. Such 

high level of possibility of security breach poses a serious ramification to the safety of 

information security. Yet, challenges of bring your own device methodology can be established 

through empirical study as well as their implications to inform policy and practice. 

Similarly, it must be born in mind that just like technology has its ups and downs, bring your 

own device methodology cannot fail to have its challenges. Magruder et.al (2015) asserts that 

data leakage which is pilferage of data to unauthorized party outside the organization is a key 

challenge of bring your own device methodology. Additionally network vulnerability which 

makes it easy for unauthorized parties to access the network or the system is also another 

challenge of BYOD phenomenon. Network vulnerability can be occasioned by weak passwords 

which makes it easier for penetration by third parties. Furthermore, malware which is malicious 

software targeted at getting access to the system by third parties is additional challenge. For 

instance, social media links can be used by hackers to get access of employee device and 

compromise information security of the organization such as the hospital. 

Lots of empirical studies have been done about the challenges of BYOD methodology and its 

implications on information security in a number of geographic scopes. For instance, DeShield 
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(2017) concentrated on bring your own device and challenges of its implementation in the United 

States of America. Additionally, Magruder et.al also examined bring your own device in 

organizations in the United States of America. Furthermore, Olalere et.al (2015) examined meta-

analysis on bring your own device and security implications in Malaysia. Further, Akin-Adetoro 

(2016) examined application of bring your own device within the small and medium enterprises 

in South Africa. 

 Locally, Kamau (2013) focused on bring your own device and data security in the insurance 

industry in Kenya. Similarly, Wangutusi (2013) also sought to find out the user behavior  in the 

insurance industry. In addition, Wanyonyi et.al (2017) looked at security controls while using 

bring your own device at JOOTRH in Kisumu County, Kenya. Although the studies are 

plausible, they do not specifically investigate the relationship between BYOD and information 

security in Kenya health facilities, and  through this study the knowledge gap will be answered.  

1.3 Objective of the Study. 

The general objective of this study was to investigate BYOD phenomenon at the Kenyan health 

industry, specifically to: 

a) Establish the extent to which  JOOTRH is using BYOD phenomenon 

b) Determine the challenges of using this phenomenon 

c) Establish the effect of BYOD on information security at JOOTRH. 

1.4 Value of the Study 

This could be valuable in theory building. As such, the study could build more on protection 

motivation theory by incorporating the findings to ensure that there are ways and means for 
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protecting data while using information communication and technology as demonstrated by the 

theory. The study could also add more information to technology acceptance model (TAM). As 

such, the study findings could build the theory more by advocating the use of information 

technology in a way that does not undermine information security. 

Further, the study could be utilized for practice. Health administrators and managers of different 

units could utilize the study to fully automate working environment while protecting data of 

patients. As such, when the data of the patients are protected, no misuse and embarrassment 

could be caused to patients and thereby enhancing the doctor patient relationship and service 

delivery not just for the county residents, but also for any other patient that could seek medical 

attention at JOOTRH and other hospitals alike. 

Furthermore, the study could be utilized for policy formulation. The county governments could 

formulate policies on how to use bring your own device methodology in a way that protects the 

information regarding patients. Such policy could also cover the streamlining of bring your own 

device so that the methodology is used across board. As such, the hospital industry could save 

more that would have been used to buy computer equipment for employees. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

It is the documentation of the comprehensive review of the study. Other than the introduction 

section it looked at the theoretic foundation of the study. It also presented the empirical review of 

literature. Similarly, the section presented summary of gaps arising from the empirical literature 

review. Finally, it looks at the conceptual framework underpinning the study. 

2.2 Theoretical Foundation of the Study 

It  is anchored on  Protection Motivation Theory and Technology Acceptance Model. 

2.2.1 Protection Motivation Theory (PMT). 

 Is one of the theories from health sciences that can be used to explain challenges of bring your 

own device and the implications thereof in any organization such as health institutions. 

According to Westcott, Ronan, Bambrick, & Taylor (2017), the theory was developed by Rogers 

in the mid-1970s purposely to help in explaining how individuals can protect themselves in times 

of health hazards and natural disasters. For example, it helped to explain the individual measures 

that individuals could take to mitigate diarrhea during times of floods. Such mitigation 

mechanisms from the individual then helped to ensure that the adverse health outcomes as a 

result of natural disasters and during disease outbreak were mitigated. Progressively; the theory 

has been widely applied in computing and related disciplines. Askar and Shen (2016) asserts that 

the theory has two main assumptions namely, threats appraisal and coping with threats. 

The theory posits that whenever an organization faces threats related to computer use and 

application, it is important that such threats are appraised so that relevant response can be put in 
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place to mitigate such threats. Similarly, the theory posits that a mechanism of dealing with data 

security is coping with the threats. For example, if the threat that the organization is dealing with 

does not affect the organization to a level that the organization can incur huge loses, then the 

organization can cope with the threat. For instance, employee mobile device can be stolen and 

then data related to the organization can be accessed. Such is a threat but the organization can 

cope with such threats by putting in place mechanisms for coping such as changing or deleting 

access credentials (Askar and Shen, 2016) 

As Wescott et.al (2017) asserts, the theory was construed to explain how individuals can deal 

with threats. In the same way, the theory is applicable in the current study to explain challenges 

of bring your own device and the implications thereof. In the current study, the threats are the 

challenges of bring your own device phenomenon which include data leakage, network 

vulnerabilities as well as malware. The organization must therefore find ways inherent in the 

organization to deal with such threats or challenges for the purposes of safe information security. 

2.2.2 Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). 

The model is relevant to the present study is known and according to Chuttur (2009) was fore 

grounded by Fred Davis and Richard Bagozzi in the 1989 to solve the problem of failure by 

employees to use systems in the work place. The trio then decided to come up with a model that 

could ensure mass application of technologies in the work places to ensure efficiency and 

effectiveness. The first algorithm of the system consisted of the system specification, motivation 

of employees and the use of technology. The specification of the system was intended to 

demonstrate the good specifications to the employees to endear them to the system. Motivation 
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aspect was made to make the system the best place to work and the use of technology was the 

desired output for efficiency and effectiveness of the organization at the time. 

As Scherer et al (2019) postulates, the theory has two main assumptions which are ease of using 

the system as well as application of the same. For a wider application of technology, which is the 

comprehensive objective of the theory, there has to be easiness of use of the system. It therefore 

means that user interface and manuals must be user friendly and the design of the system must be 

easy to work with. Similarly, the usefulness of the technology must be without question. There 

are various technological appliances with different uses in different organizations. As such, the 

usefulness of the technological appliance preferred by the organization must be based on its 

benefits or usefulness to such organization. As Chuttur (2009) asserts, the model was based for 

wider application of technology. The model therefore fits in the current study and is the basis of 

using your own device phenomenon. The easiness of use and usefulness of technology devices is 

intricately linked with bring your own device for institutions such as hospitals. For employees to 

use their own devices such devices must be easy to use and must be useful for the organization 

work which will result to worker fulfillment, better output, inventions and cost savings to the 

organization Furthermore, it is on such devices that challenges abound. Such challenges include 

malware threats, network vulnerabilities as well as data leakage. Technology acceptance theory 

therefore seeks to explain how information, communication and technology can be used widely 

by an organization despite the challenges inherent in them. 

2.2.3 Bring your Own Device Phenomenon and Information Security 

The implications associated with BYOD on information security cannot be gainsaid, especially if 

there are no mitigation mechanisms in place. For instance, data leakage as Magruder et.al (2015) 
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points out happens when the technology device in the hand of employee is maliciously accessed 

by a third party who is not authorized to access it. There are several ways around which data 

leakage can happen within an organization. For instance, loss of mobile device can be picked by 

a third party who is not authorized to access information and then may end up misusing the 

information thereof. Such leakage of information leads to implications that end up 

disadvantaging the organization. For example, the confidential information may be exposed 

which deals a blow to information security. 

In addition, network vulnerabilities are yet another challenge associated with bring your own 

device (BYOD) phenomenon. DeShield (2017) postulates that network vulnerabilities are the 

various ways in which a network of an organization may infiltrated either by an outsider or 

employee of the organization for reasons that undermines objectives of the organization. Inside 

connections and weak passwords are just some of the ways in which a network of an 

organization can be vulnerable and leads to theft of enterprise information. Theft of enterprise 

information is therefore an implication of network vulnerability and such stolen information may 

be used in the wrong way by the third party. 

Furthermore, malware is another challenge that confronts data security in any organization or 

institution. According to Wanyonyi (2017) malware is malicious software that is developed by 

third parties to solicit information for malicious use.  Such software can find themselves in the 

devices of employees in many ways. For example, short message service links and third party 

app stores are some of the sources of malware. Such malware may cause many problems to the 

system such as infrastructure disruption which renders the network infrastructure less useful to 

the organization during the time of attack. 
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2.3 Bring Your Own Device phenomenon and Information Security. 

Data leakage and information security have been researched tenaciously by various researchers. 

Olalere et.al (2015) studied the influence of BYOD phenomenon and their influence on security 

concerns. The study used secondary data and hence literature survey design was the study design 

of choice. The study therefore included peer reviewed journals and other related academic 

journals. The study data was formerly analyzed using descriptive statistics. The study established 

a significant positive relationship   between the malicious user of device and information 

security. Further, Alsaleh, Alomar and Alarifi (2017) focused their study on mobile phones and 

security perceptions. The study used in-depth interviews. The study used secondary materials as 

a source of data. As such, academic publications and unpublished academic materials ensued. 

The study deployed a descriptive survey design and data was evaluated using thematic content 

analysis. The study data revealed that loss of mobile devices contributed to undermining of 

information security within organizations that were in the literature. 

Additionally, Obonle (2015) sought to study mobile devices and network security. The study 

also utilized secondary data and hence literature survey design was employed to anchor the 

study. The study then used peer reviewed journals and published as well as unpublished 

academic materials for the study. Qualitative methods were used to analyze data. The study 

findings revealed that remote access by attacker contributed to information security vulnerability. 

In addition, Salahdine and Kaabouch (2019) sought to look at how social engineering attacks 

impacted on information security. The study employed survey design and used secondary data as 

a source. Publicly available and published academic materials were used to solicit data. 

Descriptive statistics was used .It established social engineering contributed to infrastructure 
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disruption of the organization network. Furthermore, King, Henshel, Flora, Cains, Hoffman and 

Sample (2018) were more interested in maliciousness and cyber security in their study. The 

researchers utilized literature review design and hence secondary data ensued. Secondary data 

were sourced from multiple disciplines such as law, sociology, economics, and other business 

disciplines.  Data was then analyzed through qualitative means. The study result revealed that 

malicious application did not contribute to application malfunction. Just like data leakage, there 

has also been several scientific studies on network vulnerabilities and their implications on 

information security. Carstens and McCouley-Bell (2004) studied the influence of password and 

data security. The study used both experimental design and study design. The study sampled a 

total of 280 respondents. Inferential statistics was then analyzed. and results revealed  weak 

passwords had a significant positive relationship with information security. 

Further, Colwill (2009) researched on human factors and implications on data security. The 

study sampled a total of 98 respondents. The study employed survey study design. The study 

then utilized quantitative methods to analyze data which was primary in nature. The study 

findings revealed that Trojan human had significant positive association with information 

security. Furthermore, Maillart, Zhao, Grossklags, & Chuang (2017) pursued to find out the 

influence of bugs on data security. The study utilized empirical study design. The study was 

conducted in Geneva Switzerland. Quantitative methods were used for analysis. The study 

findings revealed that bugs contributed to information security disruption.  

Additionally, Li (2017) pursued to investigate the influence of inside breach on data security. 

The study utilized empirical study design. Although the study sampled students in universities, 

there was no sample size number indicated and  the study  was mainly primary in nature. The 
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study findings revealed that inside connection contributed to information security breach. In 

addition, Sharma (2016) studied the influence of wireless networks and information security. The 

study employed meta-analysis design. Secondary data was then used in the study. The secondary 

data was sourced from journals and publications. Qualitative method of data analysis was then 

used to analyze data. The study established that wireless access points had no effect on 

information security. 

Various scientific studies have also been done on the subject of malware and information 

security. Faghani and Nguyen (2017) for example directed their study on Trojan malware and 

social networks. The study utilized analytical model and relied on secondary data for the study. 

As such online social network data was used while no sample size was indicated. The study 

showed that there was not considerable relationship between Trojan apps and information 

security. Further, Medani, Zakaria, Gani, and Zaidan (2011) sought to investigate short message 

links and security concerns. The study utilized experimental design. Purposive sampling 

technique was also utilized for sampling with a total of 208 respondents being sampled. 

Inferential statistics was then applied and revealed  short message services had  positive 

association with information security. Additionally, Harris, Brookshire, Patten, and Regan 

(2015) studies mobile application and security concerns. The study employed survey design as 

the preferred methodological framework. Prediction model was then applied to predict the 

characteristics of the applications being downloaded. The results revealed that third party app 

stores had significant positive association with information security. In addition, Gupta and 

Dhani (2015) focused their research on networking platforms and security implications. 

Exploratory study design was utilized . The study sampled  245 respondents. Quantitative means 
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was then applied. Results  revealed  social media links had a significant positive relationship 

with information security. Furthermore, Wabende (2014) studied malware threats and 

information security. The study employed a case study design in a health institution sampling 98 

respondents at random. Data was then analyzed using inferential statistics. The results revealed 

that email links don’t have a significant positive relationship with information security. 

2.4Summary of Knowledge gaps 

Although there are different findings, plausible studies have been done linking bring your own 

device phenomenon and information security. Apart from the inconsistencies in finding, the 

studies also suffer from methodological limitations like the usage of experimental design and 

small sample size in the studies. Experimental design creates artificial situations which can 

influence the generalization and reliability of findings. Similarly, small sample sizes make it hard 

to simplify the study discoveries beyond the geographical scope of the study. Father, the studies 

investigated single variables of bring your own device phenomenon and how such variables 

influence information security in various organizations. The studies did not focus on the three 

objectives namely, extent of use; challenges; as well as effect of bring your own device 

phenomenon on information security at the Jaramogi Oginga Odinga Teaching and Referral 

Hospital in Kisumu Kenya. Therefore, bring your own device phenomenon and information 

security at Jaramogi Oginga Odinga Teaching and Referral Hospital in Kisumu Kenya is missing 

2.5 Conceptual framework. 

The conceptual framework in Figure 2.1 shows independent variables at the left side and 

dependent variables at the right side. The independent variables are laptops, Ipads, Tablets as 

well as Mobile phones. The implications of such variables which are the BYOD variables are 
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what constitute the dependent variables which are the implications of the same. The implications 

therefore include exposure of confidential information, denial of system to legitimate users, theft 

of enterprise information, application malfunction as well as infrastructure disruption. 

Independent variable                                                           dependent variable 

BYOD   

        

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

                                           

Figure 2. 1 Conceptual framework of the study 

Source: Research data (2019) 

CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the steps taken to solve the research problem. It outlines the procedure 

that the researcher will undertake to collect and analyze data; the key areas of the study are 

research design, population of study, sample design, data collection and data analysis 

Mobile phones 

Laptops 

Ipads 

Tablets 

Information Security 

• Exposure of confidential 
information 

• Denial of system to 
legitimate users 

• Theft of enterprise 
information 

• Application malfunction 
• Infrastructure disruption 
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3.2 Research Design 

It is the conceptual structure within which the study is conducted to solve research problem and 

by using case study designs as Kothari( 2004) that seeks to obtain in-depth information from one 

single bounded case or element and hence allows deeper insights of the subject of investigation. 

Case study design thus allow amount and value of data which may not be obtained using other 

study designs and therefore contribute to reliable generalization of findings. The researcher 

therefore acknowledged that by using correlation study design, the objectives of the study were 

achieved. 

3.3 Population of Study 

The populations of the study were employees numbering 106 from the administration of the 

hospital who comprises of junior level management, middle level management and topmost 

management in JOOTRH. These categories of employees are ones who interact with BYOD 

devices in there day to day interaction. They included chief accountant, human resource 

manager, ICT manager, operations manager, procurement manager 

3.4 Sample Design 

The study used a sample size Table as cited by Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2012) and which 

uses 95% confidence level and 5% margin of error respectively. According to the Table in a 

population of 106, a sample of 83 respondents is adequate for the study. Sample size estimation 

tables as Saunders et.al (2012) further points out are pre-calculated samples from where a sample 

size can be obtained without the need for further calculations. The study will then use simple 

random sampling to include the 83 respondents. 
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3.5 Data Collection  

The study employed questionnaire for data collection. All the aspects of the study’s variables 

were captured by the structured questionnaire .The questionnaire used a 5 point likert scale that 

was then be coded for purposes of analysis. Mugenda and Mugenda (1999) assert that the greater 

use of questionnaire is that it saves time yet can collect a lot of information. Questionnaires also 

ensure that the study is guided and hence minimize instances of outliers. 

3.6 Data Analysis 

In the current study, the researcher used descriptive and inferential statistics to analyze the study 

data. For such reason, the study used frequency and percentage as well as mean and standard 

deviation. Descriptive statistics as Mugenda and Mugenda (1999) contends, is a data analysis 

technique that describes the data to draw inferences for purposes of generalization of the study. 

Regression and correlation were used to draw generalization. The model was as below.

iiii XXXY εββββ ++++= 32101   ……………………………………….Eq.3.1 

Where: 

Β0 –Is the constant or intercept 
βi (i=1,2,3)-Are the regression coefficients  

X1- Independent variable extent of bring your own device usage 

X2- Independent variable challenges of BYOD 

Yi- Dependent variable-information security 

εi- Is the error component 
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYSIS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

This lchapter lconcern litself lwith ldata lanalysis, lresults land ldiscussions lof lthe lsubject lmatter lof lthe 

lstudy. lThe lstudy lsought lto linvestigate lBYOD lphenomenon land linformation lsecurity lat lJOOTRH. 

lThe lstudy lhad ltwo lspecific lpurposes lwhich lwere lto lestablish lthe lextent lto lwhich lJOOTRH lis 

lusing lbring lyour lown ldevice lphenomenon land lto ldetermine lchallenges lof lusing lthe lphenomenon. 

lThe ltotal lsample lsize lwas l83 land lso lthe lquestionnaires lwere ladministered lto l83 lrespondents lout 

lof lwhich l73 lquestionnaires lwere lsuccessfully lreturned lwhich lwas la lreturn lrate lof l88% lmaking lit 

lpossible lto lcontinue lwith lthe lanalysis. 

4.2 lGeneral lInformation labout lRespondents 

The lgeneral linformation lof lrespondents lwere labout lgender lcharacteristics, lage lcategory land llevel 

lof leducation l 

4.2.1 lGender lof lrespondents 

The lstudy lestablished lthat l59% lwho lwere lmale lrespondents lwere lthe lmajority, land lthat l41% lwho 

lwere lfemale lrespondents lwere lthe lminority. lThe lresults lare lshown lin lTable l4.1. l 

Table l4. l1 lGender lof lrespondents 

Gender lof lrespondents Frequency Percentage 

Male 43 59% 

Female 30 41% 

Total 73 100 
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4.2.2 lAge lof lRespondents 

According lto lthe lstudy lfindings, lmajority lof lrespondents l(41%) lwere lwithin lthe lage lbracket lof l31 

land l43 lyears. lOnly l7% lof lrespondents lbelonged lin lthe lage lbracket lof labove l60 lyears. lHowever, 

l27% lof lrespondents land l25% lof lrespondents lindicated lthat lthey lfell lin lthe lage lgroups lof l18-30 

land l44-56 lrespectively. lThe lresults lare lfurther lshown lin lTable l4.2. 

Table l4.2 l lAge lof lRespondents 

Age 
(Years) 

Frequency Percentage 

18-30 l 20 27% 

31-43 l 30 41% 

44-56 l 18 25% 

Above l60 l 5 7% 

Total 73 100 

 

4.2.3 lLevel lof lEducation 

According lto lTable lbelow, lthe lresearcher lestablished lthat l55% lwho lwere lthe lmajority lof 

lrespondents lhad ltertiary llevel lof leducation. lSecondary leducation llevel lhad l18% lof lrespondents 

lindicating lthat lthey lbelonged lin lthe lcategory. lAdditionally, l27% lof lrespondents lindicated lthat 

lthey lbelonged lat lthe lUniversity llevel lof leducation. lThe lresults lare lfurther ldemonstrated lin lTable 

l4.3 
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Table l4. l3 lRespondents lLevel lof lEducation 

Level lof leducation Frequency Percentage 

Secondary leducation 13 18% 

Tertiary llevel 40 55% 

University llevel lof 

leducation 

20 27% 

Total 73 100 

 

4.2.4 lManagement lLevel lof lRespondents 

As ldemonstrated lin lTable l4.4, lmajority lof lrespondents l(55%) lbelonged lin lthe llower llevel lof 

lmanagement. lOnly l15% lof lrespondents lbelonged lin lthe lupper llevel lof lmanagement lwhile l30% lof 

lrespondents lbelonged lin lthe lmiddle llevel lof lmanagement lstructure. 

Table l l4. l4 lManagement llevel lof lrespondents 

Management llevel Frequency Percentage 

Lower lmanagement 40 55% 

Middle llevel lmanagement 22 30% 

Upper llevel lmanagement 11 15% 

Total 73 100% 
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4.3 lExtent lof lUsing lBring lYour lOwn lDevice lPhenomenon 

The lresearcher lsought lto lknow lthe lextent lof lusing lthe lbring lyour lown ldevice lin lterms lof lthe 

ldevices lused, lownership lof lthe ldevice, laccess lof linternet, land lregularity lof lusage 

4.3.1 lTypes lof lDevices lUsed 

As lshown lin lTable l4.5, lmobile lphones lwere lused lby lthe lmajority lof lrespondents lat l50.9% 

lfollowed lby lTablets lat l20.5% lin lthat lorder. lLaptop land lipad ltied lat l13.7% lof lusage. 

Table l4. l5 lTypes lof ldevices lused 

Device ltype Frequency l Percentage 

Tablet 15 21% 

Mobile lphone l 38 51% 

laptop 10 14% 

IPad 10 14% 

Total 73 100 
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4.3.2 lOwnership lof lthe lDevice  

Table l4.6 lshows lownership lof lthe ldevices lused lfor lwork l 

Table l4. l6 lOwnership lof lthe ldevice 

Ownership lof lthe ldevice Frequency Percentage 

No 13 18% 

Yes 60 82% 

Total 73 100 

 

4.3.3 lInternet lAccess 

The lresearcher lalso lsought lto ldetermine lwhether lor lnot lrespondents lget laccess lto linternet land lthe 

lresults lwere ldemonstrated lin lTable l4.7 l 

Table l4. l7Internet lAccess 

Ownership lof lthe ldevice Frequency Percentage 

No 3 4% 

Yes 70 96% 

Total 73 100 
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4.3.4 lRegularity lof ldevice lUsage 

The lstudy lresults las lshown lin lTable l4.8 lindicate lthat lalways lusage lof lbring lyour lown ldevice lhad la 

lmean lof l4.21 land la lstandard ldeviation lof l0.021 lwhile lusing lthe ldevices lhad l4.32 land l0.021 las 

lmean land lstandard ldeviation. lUsage lin lrare lsituations lhad l3.33 land l0.341 las lmean land lstandard 

ldeviation lrespectively. lA lmean lof l2.28 land l0.251 las lstandard ldeviation lhad lnever lbeen lattained. 

Key 

To la lsmall 

lextent l=1 

To lsome lextent 

l= l2 

To la lmoderate 

l= lextent l3 

To la lgreat 

lextent l= l4 

To la lvery lgreat 

lextent l= l5 

 

Table l4. l8 lRegularity lof ldevice lusage 

Item lfor lresponse N Min Max Mean Std. 

lDeviation 
Always 73 1 5 4.21 .021 

Sometimes 73 1 5 4.32 .232 

Rarely 73 1 5 3.33 .341 

Never 73 1 5 2.28 .251 

Total 73 1 5 3.535 0.845 

4.4 lChallenges lof lBring lYour lOwn lDevice 

The lresearcher lalso lsought lto ldetermine lchallenges lof lbring lyour lown ldevice. lThe lresults lwere las 

lput lin lTable l4.9. lAccording lto lTable l4.9, llimited lstorage lfor ldata lhandling lhad la lmean lof l2.98 land 
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la lstandard ldeviation lof l0.102 lwhile lpoor lnetwork lchallenge lhad la l3.77 land l0.401 las lmean land 

lstandard ldeviation. lSlow ldown las la lresult lof lvirus lattack lhad la lstandard ldeviation lof l0.042 land la 

lmean lof l4.22 lwhile lvulnerability las la lresult lof lweak lpassword lhad la l2.78 land l0.504 las lmean land 

lstandard ldeviation. lMalicious laccess lto ldevice lhad l3.42 land l0.352; lunauthorized laccess lto 

lconfidential linformation lhad la lmean lof l2.98 land la lstandard ldeviation lof l0.231. lTheft lof lenterprise 

linformation lhad la lmean lof l2.88 land la lstandard ldeviation lof l0.421 lwhile lloss lof ldevice lwith 

limportant linformation lhad l2.54 land l0.421 las lmean land lstandard ldeviation lrespectively. 

lDisruption lof linternet laccess ldue lto lpoor lsignal lstrength lhad l4.81 land l0.323 las lmean land lstandard 

ldeviation 

Key 

To la lsmall 

lextent l=1 

To lsome lextent 

l= l2 

To la lmoderate 

lextent l= l3 

To la lgreat 

lextent l= l4 

To la lvery lgreat 

lextent l= l5 
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Table l4. l9 lBring lyour lown ldevice 

Statement N Min Max Mean Std. lDeviation 

l 
Limited lstorage lspace lof lyour ldevice lto 

lhandle lorganization ldata 

73 1 5 2.98 .102 

Poor lnetwork lcoverage lthat lmakes lthe 

ldevice lnot lto lfunction lwell 

73 1 5 3.77 .401 

Virus lattack lto lyour lown ldevice lthat lslows 

lperformance l 

73 1 5 4.22 .042 

Weak lpassword lon ldevices lthat lare leasily 

lcracked lby lhackers 

73 1 5 2.78 .504 

Malicious laccess lto lyour ldevice lthat lleads 

lto lmanipulation lof ldata l 

73 1 5 3.42 .352 

Unauthorized laccess lto lconfidential 

linformation 

73 1 5 2.98 .231 

Theft lof lenterprise linformation 73 1 5 2.88 .901 

Loss lof ldevice lwith limportant linformation 73 1 5 2.54 .421 

Disruption lof linternet laccess ldue lto lpoor 

lsignal lstrength l l 

73 1 5 4.81 .323 

Overall lmean land lStandard ldeviation l 73 1 5 3.376 .364 

 

4.5 lInformation lSecurity 

Table l4.10 lshows lthat lexposure lto lconfidential linformation lby lunauthorized lperson lscored la lmean 

lof l2.91 land la lstandard ldeviation lof l0.122 lwhile lvirus lattack lon lthe ldevice ldue lto laccess lof 

lentrusted lsites lhad l4.61 land l0.901 las lmean land lstandard ldeviation lrespectively. lOn lthe lother lhand 

lweak lpassword lon lthe ldevice lthat lis leasily laccessible lhad la lmean lof l2.98 land la lstandard ldeviation 
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lof l0.022 lwhile ltheft lof lenterprise linformation lhad l3.21 land l0.604 las lmean land lstandard ldeviation. 

lLoss lof ldevice lhad la lmean lof l3.45 land la lstandard ldeviation lof l0.522 lrespectively. lSimilarly, llack 

lof lproper lsecurity lguidelines llaid ldown lby lthe lorganization lon lthe lusage lof lyour lown ldevice 

lphenomenon lhad l2.82 land l0.421 las lmean land lstandard ldeviation. lIn lterms lof lthe lorganization lnot 

loffering lregular l l ltraining lworkshops lto lfamiliarize lemployees lwith lthe llatest lsecurity lupdates lin 

lsafe lhandling lof ldevices, lthe lmean lwas l4.21 lwhile lthe lstandard ldeviation lwas l0.013 lin lthat lorder. 

Key 

To la lsmall 

lextent l=1 

To lsome lextent 

l= l2 

To la lmoderate 

l= lextent l3 

To la lgreat 

lextent l= l4 

To la lvery lgreat 

lextent l= l5 

 

Table l4. l10 lInformation lSecurity 

Statement N Min Max Mean Std. lDeviation 

l 
Exposure lto lconfidential linformation lby 

lunauthorized lperson 

73 1 5 2.91 .122 

Virus lattack lto lthe ldevice ldue lto laccessing 

lentrusted lsites 

73 1 5 4.61 .901 

Weak lpassword lon lthe ldevice lthat lis leasily 

laccessible 

73 1 5 2.98 .022 

Theft lof lenterprise linformation 73 1 5 3.21 .604 

Loss lof ldevice 73 1 5 3.45 .522 

Lack lof lproper l lsecurity lguidelines l llaid 

ldown lby lthe lorganization lon lusage l lof 

lyour lown ldevice 

73 1 5 2.82 .421 
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Organization lnot l loffering l lregular l l 

ltraining lworkshops lto l lfamiliarize lwith lthe 

llatest lsecurity lupdates lin lsafe lhandling lof 

lour ldevices 

73 1 5 4.21 .013 

Overall lmean land lStandard ldeviation l 73 1 5 3.456 0.400 

 

4.6 lEffect lof lBring lYour lOwn lDevice lIn lInformation lSecurity 

The lmodel lsummary lin lTable l4.11 lindicate lthat lthe lcoefficient lwas l(R2
 l= l0.478) land lthe lmodel 

lwas lgood lgiven lthe lsignificant lpositive lF lstatistic. l 

Table l l4. l11 lSummary lof lthe lModel 

Mo
del 

R R 

lSqu
are 

Adjust
ed lR 

lSquare 

Std. 

lError lof 

lthe 

lEstimat
e 

Change lStatistics Durbin-
Watson R 

lSquar
e 

lChan
ge 

F 

lCha
nge 

d
f
1 

d
f
2 

Sig. 

lF 

lCha
nge 

1 
.6

59
a 

.478 .456 .55771 .479 21.9
69 

3 6
7 

.000 2.341 

a. lPredictors: l(Constant), lextent lof lbring lyour lown ldevice, lchallenges lof lbring lyour lown 

ldevice lmean lscore lbusiness lskills l 
b. lDependent lVariable: lInformation lsecurity 
 

Table l4.12 lshows lthat lF l(3, l67) l= l21.969, lp l< l0.01 limplying lthat lthe lmodel lwas lfit lfor luse land 

lthat lthe lindependent lvariables lexplain linformation lsecurity. 

 

Table l4. l12: lANOVA lResults 
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Model Sum lof 

lSquares 
df Mean 

lSquare 
F Sig. 

 

Regressi
on 

22.321 3 7.171 21.969 .000b 

Residual 23.320 67 .322   
Total 45.641 69    

 

a. lDependent lVariable: lperformance lof lyouth lenterprise ldevelopment lfund l 

 
 

 
Table l4.13 lshows lthat lthe lextent lof lusing lbring lyour lown ldevice lhad la lsignificant lpositive leffect 

lon linformation lsecurity l(β l=0.423, lp< l0.05) lwhile lchallenges lof lbring lyour lown ldevice 

lphenomenon lhad lnegative linsignificant linfluence l(β l= l-0.184, lp< l0.05) lon linformation lsecurity. 

lThe lresults lindicate lthat lBYOD lincreased linformation lsecurity lin lorganization, lhowever, 

lchallenges lof lusing lBOYD ldid lnot lhave lany lsignificant linfluence lon linformation lsecurity lin 

lorganizations 

 

Table l4. l13: LRegression lCoefficients 

Model Unstandardized 

lCoefficients 
Standardized 

lCoefficients 
T Sig. 95.0% 

lConfidence 

lInterval lfor lB 

Co llinearity 

lStatistics 

B Std. 

lError 
Beta Lower 

lBound 
Upper 

lBound 
Tolerance VIF 

 

(Constant) 
1.211 .319  4.174 .000 .711 1.924   

1.Extent lof 

lusage lmean 

lscore 

.311 .086 .423 3.471 .001 .122 .513 .377 2.414 

2.challenges 

lmean lscore 
-.135 .074 -.184 -

1.484 
.112 -.291 .053 .426 2.325 

a. lDependent lVariable: lperformance lof lyouth lenterprise ldevelopment lfund 
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4.7 lDiscussion lof lFindings 

On lthe ldemographics, lthe lmale lrespondents lwere l59% lwhile lfemale lrespondents lwere l41% 

lindicating lthat lthe lresearcher lwas lnot lbiased land lthat lresponses lwere lreceived lfrom lboth lgender 

lhence lreliability lof lgeneralization. lAll lthe lrespondents l(100%) lwere lalso lat lleast l18 lyears land 

labove ldemonstrating lthey lwere lmature land ldependable lto lbe lused lfor lgeneralization. lSimilarly, 

lall lrespondents l(100%) lhad lformal leducation lmeaning lthat lthe lrespondents lhad lthe lcapacity lto 

lread land lunderstand lthe lquestionnaire land lthus lprovide lresponses lwhich lwere lthen lused lfor 

lgeneralization land lhence lreliability. lIn laddition l55% lof lrespondents lwere lfrom llower llevel lof 

lmanagement lwhile l30% lwere lfrom lmiddle llevel lmanagement lwith lonly l15% lfrom lupper 

lmanagement lmeaning lthat lall llevels lof lmanagement lwere lcovered lhence lreducing lthe lbias lof 

lgeneralization. 

The lstudy lalso lpursued lto lestablish lthe lextent lof lusing lbring lyou lown ldevice lat lJOOTRH. lThe 

lstudy lestablished lthat lthe lusage lbring lyour lown ldevice lwas lto la lgreater lextent lgiven lthat l82% lof 

lrespondents lindicated lthat lthey luse lthe ldevices lalways lor lsometimes. lThe lstudy lalso lestablished 

lthat lthe limpactful lpositive linfluence lthe lextent lof lthe lusage lof linformation lsecurity lhad lon 

linformation lsecurity l(β l=0.423, lp< l0.05). lThis lfinding lis lsupported lby la lstudy lconducted lby 

lObonle l(2015) lwho lestablished lthat lthe lprevalence lof lusage lof linformation ltechnologies laffected 

linformation lsecurity. lThe lstudy lsupports ltechnology lacceptance ltheory lthat lstates lthat lthe lonly 

lpossible lway lof lapplication lof linformation ltechnology lis lon lthe lbasis lof leasiness lof luse land lthe 

lusefulness lof lthe lparticular linformation ltechnology. lTherefore, lthe lstudy lcreates lnew lknowledge 

lwhich lwas lhitherto lmissing lon lthe lextent lof luse lof lBYOD land lits leffect lon linformation lsecurity lin 

lhealth linstitution. 
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The lstudy lalso lsought lto lestablish lchallenges lof lbring lyour lown ldevice lwithin lJOOTRH land lthe 

lstudy lestablish lthat lthe lchallenges lwere lsignificant lgiven lthe loverall lmean lof l3.376 land lthat lthe 

lresponses lwere lconsistent lgiven lthe llow lstandard ldeviation. lFurther, lthe lstudy lestablished lthat 

lchallenges lof lbring lyour lown ldevice lphenomenon lhad lnegative linsignificant linfluence l(β l= l-

0.184, lp< l0.05) lon linformation lsecurity. lThe lstudy ltherefore lsupports lprotection lmotivation 

ltheory lwhich lposits lthat lthe lbasis lof lusing lany ltechnology lis lfor lthe lpurposes lof lcoping land lability 

lto ltackle lthe lthreats. lTherefore, lit lcan lbe ldeduced lthat lbecause lof lthe linability lto ltackle lthreats lor 

lcoping lwith lthe lchallenges, lthe linsignificant lnegative lcorrelation lwas lachieved. lThe ldiscovery lis 

lreinforced lby lthe lstudy lconducted lby lHenshel, lFlora, lCains, lHoffman land lSample l(2018) lwho 

lestablished lthat linformation lsecurity lchallenges lnegatively laffected lorganizations. lThe lstudy 

ltherefore lcreates lnew lknowledge lon lthe leffect lof lchallenges lof lbring lyour lown ldevice lon 

linformation lsecurity. 
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CHAPTER lFIVE: lSUMMARY, lCONCLUSIONS, lRECOMMENDATIONS, 

lLIMITATION lOF lTHE lSTUDY 

5.1 lIntroduction 

This lfinal lchapter lof lthe lreports lhandled lthe lsummary lof lmajor lfindings, lconclusions land 

lrecommendations. lIt lalso ltackled llimitations lof lthe lstudy. 

5.2 lSummary l 

The lstudy lsought lto lestablish lthe lextent lto lwhich lbring lyour lown lphenomenon lis lused lat lJOOTRH 

land lthe lstudy lestablished lthat lbring lyour lown ldevice lis lused lto la lgreat lextent lwith lan loverall lmean 

lbeing l3.535 land lthat lthe lusage lwas lconsistent lacross lmanagement llevels. lThe lstudy lfurther 

lestablished lthat lthe lextent lof lusing lbring lyour lown ldevice lphenomenon lsignificantly land 

lpositively linfluenced linformation lsecurity l(β l=0.423, lp< l0.05). 

The lstudy lalso lestablished lthe lchallenges lof lusing linformation lsecurity. lAs lsuch lthe lchallenges lof 

lusing linformation lsecurity lwere lexplained lby lan loverall lmean lof l3.535 lwhich lwas lsignificant. 

lThe lstudy lfurther lestablished lthat lchallenges lof lbring lyour lown ldevice ldid lhave lany lsignificant 

leffect lon linformation lsecurity l(β  l= l-0.184, lp< l0.05). l 

5.3 lConclusion 

The lstudy lconcludes lthat lusing lbring lyour lown ldevice lphenomenon lincreases linformation 

lsecurity lin lorganizations. lGreater lextents lof lusing lbring lyour ldevice ltherefore lplays la lrole lon 

linformation lsecurity. lChallenges lof lbring lyour lown ldevice ldoes lnot lplay la lkey lsignificant lrole lon 

linformation lsecurity lat lJOOTRH. lFurther, lthe lstudy lconcludes lthat lthe leffect lof lbring lyour lown 

ldevice lphenomenon lis lexplained lby l47.8% lvariation lof linformation lsecurity. 
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5.4 Recommendations 

Having researched exhaustively JOOTRH should continue using bring your device and 

streamline the phenomenon to make it more robust. The study also recommends that JOOTRH 

should not spend a lot of resources on mitigating challenges of bring your own device and 

instead such resources should be directed at buying more equipment that enhance bring your own 

device. The study further recommends that other researchers should look at bring your own 

device phenomenon in financial institutions where data security is also a priority. 

5.5 Limitation of the Study 

Use of small sample was a limiting factor as 83 questionnaires were administered but only 

received feedback from 73 respondents. Although the sample helped in providing reliable 

generalization, it can only be generalized within the geographical scope of the study. The 

limitation was however reduced by using scientific method. Research by its very nature is 

scientific and thus some aspect of the generalization may find application outside the scope of 

the study.  
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APPENDIX: QUESTIONNAIRE 

SECTION A: DEMOGRAPHIC OF RESPONDENTS 

In this section, tick the choice that best represents your characteristics. Give as honest answers as 

possible. The responses will only be used for academic purposes. Don’t provide your name. 

1. Which gender do you identify with? 

 

Female     [    ] 

Male     [    ] 

      

2. What is your age category in years? 

 

18-30     [    ] 

31-43     [    ] 

44-56     [    ] 

Above 60    [    ] 

3. What is your level of education? 

Secondary education   [    ] 

Tertiary education   [    ] 

University education   [    ] 

4. What is your job category? 

Lower management   [    ] 

Middle management   [    ] 

Upper management   [    ] 
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SECTION B:  EXTENT OF USING BRING YOUR ON DEVICE 

In this, please provide your response in the space provided by ticking one of the boxes; kindly 

provide response which is honest as possible 

1. Which of the following devices do you use for work? (you can tick more than one on the 

usage section) 

No. Device Usage  

1 Tablet  

2 Mobile phone  

3 laptop  

4 Ipad  

 

2. Do you own the device that you use to discharge your duties? 

Yes No 

  

 

3. Do you access the internet with the device that you use for work? 

Yes No 

  

 

4. To what extent do you use your own devices at work? 

Always  

sometimes  

Rarely   

Never   
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SECTION C: CHALLENGES 

To what extent do you agree that the following could be a challenge to the usage of your own 

device at work? Please tick where appropriate 

1= to a small extent  2= to some extent  

3= to a moderate extent 4= to a great extent 5= to a very great extent 

Statement  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Limited storage space of your device to handle organization 

data 

     

Poor network coverage that makes the device not to function 

well 

     

Virus attack to your own device that slows performance       

Weak password on devices that are easily cracked by hackers      

Malicious access to your device that leads to manipulation of 

data  

     

Unauthorized access to confidential information      

Theft of enterprise information      

Loss of device with important information      

Disruption of internet access due to poor signal strength        
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SECTION D:  INFORMATION SECURITY 

To what extent does the following pose as security issue in your organization? 

1= to a small extent  2= to some extent  

3= to a moderate extent 4= to a great extent 5= to a very great extent 

Statement  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Exposure to confidential information by unauthorized person      

Virus attack to the device due to accessing entrusted sites      

Weak password on the device that is easily accessible      

Theft of enterprise information      

Loss of device      

Lack of proper  security guidelines  laid down by the 

organization on usage  of your own device 

     

organization not  offering  regular   training workshops to  

familiarize with the latest security updates in safe handling of 

our devices 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


